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Introduction

W

hen the DNA from a father and a mother come together, a
new and miraculous organism is conceived. About seven
weeks after conception, this fetus begins random movements,
which become purposeful movements as it matures. By the
fifteenth week, taste buds are formed. Olfactory (smell) cells
begin to function around twenty-fourth week. A fetus begins
to hear between twenty-four and twenty-seven weeks. Vision
takes the longest, with the eyes opening at twenty-eight weeks,
although we are not sure what they can see.
In spite of all this maturity, newborns come into this world
as totally helpless creatures. As human newborns, we are the
most helpless of all creatures and are completely dependent on
those around us for life, sustenance, and survival. We remain
dependent until we mature and are able to provide for own
needs.
Humans are vulnerable to attacks from the moment of conception and throughout life. We are vulnerable to the effects of
flawed chromosomes and genes, to attacks by multiple diseases,
to attacks by those who should protect us, to the environment in
which we live, and even to laws passed by governments about
which we have no say. Children can’t even vote for those who
make the laws governing their lives. They have no vote on the
family we are born into, where we live, how we are taught, how
we are treated, or even what’s for supper. They depend on a vast
number of adults for their well-being.
Childhood is not a democratic process.
Children have rights, and they are simple: the right to happiness and joy, to safety and protection, to good health and
effective treatment and to the opportunity to reach their highest
potential.
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To protect these rights requires the advocacy of every entity
in the child’s community. This obviously includes the child’s
parents and extended family, but it also includes neighbors
and friends, physicians and therapists, schools and teachers,
coaches, governments, and all of society.
To be an active advocate for children is the highest calling
any human being can undertake. It has taken me into many arenas of the world, exposed me to immeasurable experiences, and
taught me that to be an advocate for children is to really live.
I have written this book:
•
•
•
•

To present information in a different voice, to those who
care for our vulnerable children
To add to the knowledge of anyone who has a special
needs child in their life
To explain how a condition, disease, or handicap happens
and how it interferes with children achieving their rights
To help everyone realize that knowledge is power, hope
is essential, and love is unqualified

In this book, I will describe many attacks on children, taken
from my experience; some from the past, some attackers have
been conquered, and some are viciously attacking children
today. Each anecdote is taken from my life experiences in over
fifty years of pediatrics. Each anecdote is a true experience,
with the facts as I remember them today. Hopefully, each experience described will increase your knowledge, awareness, and
insight on the condition described, and you will enjoy sharing
the moment with me.
My prayer is that, as you read, you will realize how you may
become an active advocate for children, wherever and whenever
the opportunity gives you a call.
A child somewhere is waiting for you; maybe one of yours.

x

Chapter One

Polio

T

he basement room in the hospital was large, almost like a
gymnasium. It was hard to look out the windows because
they were small and at the top half of the room, but the flashes
of lightning lit up the windows like fireflies. While sitting quietly at the desk, I watched the flashes as the storm moved closer.
The desk was surrounded by thirteen iron lungs, each one holding a small child.
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The silence of the room was broken by the mechanical
whooshing as each lung brought life-preserving oxygen into
the flail chest the child inside. Those children had the neardeadly experience of a tiny virus, the one that caused poliomyelitis, attacking their bodies. This cursed virus had ravaged
their small bodies and paralyzed each child from the neck
down. They could not move their arms or legs. It affected their
diaphragms, so they could not breathe. The iron lungs breathed
for them. It kept them alive. They were frightened and felt
helplessly alone.
I was dead tired, having worked in the emergency room all
day. Now I was on the midnight shift caring for these unfortunate children. Many children had been seen in the ER with
polio. Fortunately, most of them had not developed the paralytic
complication. The whole nation was in the midst of an epidemic.
Just the year before, in 1954, there had been over 55,000 cases.
Many of them had resulted in some form of paralysis.
Sitting in the semi-darkness, I remembered a special little
girl I had seen in the ER earlier that night. She had a high fever,
flushed face, and was covered with sweat. She said in a soft quiet
voice that she was, “four years old” and her name was “Mindy.”
I could still see the black curls stuck to her forehead from the
sweat that covered her brow, and could picture the frightened
look in her eyes. Her spinal tap was positive for polio.
The paralysis gradually crept up her little body like a wave
of cursed affliction. When it reached her chest, her breathing
became labored. She needed an iron lung, but there were none
available. We called all the other hospitals in the city, but their
lungs were all full. We were devastated as her life slipped away.
In my short medical career, this was my first encounter with
death, with the finality of life. As a physician with years of
study, a brain full of facts, quotes, and an overwhelming amount
of information, I was not prepared or ready to face this finality.
I had thought I could do everything, but the death of a child was
beyond all this training. There was no choice. I had to try to help
these children under my care that night.
2
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Shaking off the wave of sadness, I rose from the desk to
check each child in the lungs. Although life-saving, the experience of being placed in an iron lung is extremely frightening.
Each lung is a large cylinder with portholes on each side so
a caretaker can reach inside and change diapers, give a bath,
change clothing, or do whatever else is needed. The child is
placed in the cylinder with only the head outside on a pillow. A
mirror is placed over the head so the child can see around the
room.
Those eyes followed me as I quietly moved around their
small world. They were completely helpless, as the disease had
robbed them of the ability to use their arms, legs, and hands,
and even to talk. A large bellows is at the end of the cylinder
and moves the air into their lungs. It makes a loud “whooshing”
noise as it moves in and out. My job was to regulate the rate and
pressures of the bellows.
As the air moved out of the chest, a child could say a word
or so. Moving from one lung to another, I tried to be upbeat with
each child.
A young boy with red hair and freckles said, whoosh . . .
“Would you” . . . whoosh . . . “please scratch”… whoosh …
“my nose?”
A four-year-old girl said, whoosh . . . “When” . . . whoosh
. . . “is my” . . . whoosh . . . “mommy” . . . whoosh . . .
“coming?”
And so it went from one child to another.
Glancing at the windows, it seemed the storm was getting
stronger and closer. The flashes of lightning were more intense
and I could hear the crashes of thunder.
My mind wandered to the newest report that stated the new
polio vaccine was now in clinical trials. How fantastic that
would be if this horrible disease could be conquered. There had
been several epidemics throughout the world. In 1916, there
was a severe epidemic in Brooklyn, NY. Over 70,000 cats were
slaughtered because it was mistakenly thought that cats spread
the disease.
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In 1937, a new organization was formed called the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis with the support
of President Franklin Roosevelt. Roosevelt was himself a
polio victim who was paralyzed from the waist down in the
polio epidemic in 1921. He was thirty-nine years old at the
time and never regained the use of his legs. The foundation
raised millions of dollars through the March of Dimes. The
foundation supported research, treatment, and rehabilitation
of many polio victims. It was clear that a prevention was
desperately needed. In 1935, a trial of live polio virus injections as a vaccine was a disaster, resulting in numerous cases
of active polio.

In 1943, the foundation sent a researcher named Albert
Sabin to North Africa to study a polio outbreak. Dr. Sabin went
on to develop a polio vaccine based on the use of live but attenuated (changed) polio viruses. His vaccine was first tried in 1957
and licensed in 1962. The first vaccine, however, was developed
by Dr. Jonas Salk, based on the use of killed viruses.
A double blind study was conducted in 1954 with a million
children participating. Those brave parents and children were
being given this first, untested vaccine developed by Dr. Salk.
The newspaper called them “Polio Pioneers.” It was a success
and the vaccine was licensed in 1955. The most remarkable thing
about this miraculous story was the total support of the public
in raising money for this research. It was called The March of
Dimes, and children all over the country collected dimes to sup4
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port Dr. Salk, Dr. Sabin, and others who were searching for a
vaccine. At that time, there was minimal government financial
aid for research. This outpouring of public support made the
development of a vaccine possible.
As I watched the children in the lungs, I prayed that the vaccine would be released soon. Maybe, just maybe, I would be the
last intern to watch the suffering of precious kids being placed
in iron lungs.
Suddenly, there was a bright flash of lightning and a crash of
thunder. It sounded as if it was in the room. The electricity went
out. All lights went out and the lungs stopped.
I panicked. The maintenance engineer would have to go to
the emergency generators and turn them on. They were not automatic. Frantically, I tried to pump the bellows of each lung by
hand. It was an impossible task. My heart felt like it was bursting as each child slipped away. Slowly, their eyes closed as the
spark of life left their frail bodies. I couldn’t breathe; the pain in
my chest was excruciating and the lump in the throat wouldn’t
go away. The tears flowed and I experienced overwhelming pain.
I can feel the same painful feeling and tears fill my eyes as I
write this story. It will never go away.
Help came too late. They all died. All I could say was, “I
tried, but I couldn’t save them.”
The chief came and sent me home for the rest of the night,
as if that would erase the look in the eyes of those children that
was burned in my brain forever.
The vaccine worked and has been given to children all over
the world. We are thankful to many organizations that have
supported worldwide dissemination. Perhaps the most effective
has been Rotary International. Through their efforts, only three
countries in the world—Afghanistan, Pakistan and Nigeria—
still have polio cases.
In those countries, the vaccine has been prohibited by
radical, misguided extremists. Many Rotarians have traveled all
over the world to deliver and actually administer the vaccine to
children. Many parents have been brave enough to allow this
vaccine to be given to their children.
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We must remember that as long as the virus is active and
present anywhere in the world, there is the possibility of spread,
and children anywhere could be attacked.
My prayer has almost been answered and, hopefully, no
child will ever be put in an iron lung and no intern will ever have
to care for a child paralyzed due to polio.
6

Chapter Two

Contagious Diseases
Diphtheria, Mumps, Rubella

T

he emergency room was packed with people. Children were
running around the room and probably spreading their germs.
Unfortunately, some had been waiting just too long. The waiting
room was painted a quiet color to calm people down, but it obviously wasn’t working. There were rows and rows of chairs, all
full. A few adults were standing and leaning against the wall.
I had just started back to work from the traumatic experience
in the polio ward and other interns had promised they would see
the polio-infected children. I was already tired from working on
the wards all day. Standing in the doorway, I watched the chaos
in the waiting room, realizing these children were here to see
me. The head nurse said, “If you are the new intern, don’t just
stand there daydreaming. It’s time to get to work. We’re going
to be here all night.”
I slipped on my white coat, put the stethoscope around my
neck, checked the new, Mont Blanc graduation gift pen in my
pocket as the nurse handed me a chart. She said, “See this one
next—he’s pretty sick.”
The chart was marked “contagious disease,” so I put a mask
across my nose. I hate wearing a mask. It seemed so impersonal
and even seemed to scare the children. A three-year-old boy was
having severe problems breathing. He had a high fever and his
black hair was pasted across his forehead. His dark eyes were
wide and full of fear. A large family of two older brothers, and
a mother and father and a grandfather, crowded into the small
7
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room. They were all dressed in black and standing around the
mother, who was holding the child. The men had beards and
the women wore small white hats. I assumed they belonged to
a religious group. The child was in a serious, life threatening
condition.
The grandfather stood and took control. He was a tall thin
gentleman with a thick black beard sprinkled with gray. He
spoke in a clear, soft but firm voice. “Sir, this child is very ill
and needs some of your medicine.”
He was correct!
I noted there was something blocking the child’s airway.
His neck was swollen on both sides and he winced when it was
touched. There was a thick greenish discharge coming from
his nose. There was a bluish tint to his skin indicating a lack of
oxygen in his blood. His pulse was very rapid and he breathed
with difficulty getting his air in. I asked the child to open his
mouth and was rewarded by a determined angry stare and shake
of the head. The grandfather tried to get the child to open his
mouth, but this little boy defiantly shook his head more vigorously. When it appeared that force was the next step, the child
began to fight.
I remembered a story written by William Carlos Williams.
It was called “The Use of Force.” Dr. Williams had been called
to the home of a critically ill child and he tried to look in the
child’s throat without much success. After many trials, Dr. Williams lost his cool, became very angry, forced the child’s mouth
open, and saw the diphtheria-infected tonsils. He said he was
so frustrated, “I could have torn the child apart with my bare
hands.” He had already seen two children dead in their home
with diphtheria and was determined not to let it happen again.
I felt the same anger, but was determined to look in the child’s
throat. I knew the emotion of anger was inappropriate and knew
that, somehow, I needed to regain control, but the child was
dying. I felt I had no choice.
With the help of the brothers, we forced the mouth open and
saw the thick, green membrane blocking the child’s throat. This
child had diphtheria.
8
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In a medical school lecture, one of the professors said that,
in the past, diphtheria was called “the strangling angel of children” and almost all infected children died. In 1901, Emil Von
Behring was presented the Nobel Prize in Medicine for developing an antitoxin for diphtheria. In 1923, an effective vaccine
was developed to completely prevent the disease. With many
improvements, this vaccine has been the most effective and safe
preventive used in public health history. There is absolutely no
reason for any child to have this horrible curse today.
This child had not been vaccinated.
The emotions of anger and disgust boiled up. How could
someone allow their child to contract such a horrible condition
when a preventive vaccine is readily available to everyone? The
chief had told me that there are many reasons a family will take
such a risk. Fear, apathy, ignorance, finances, and religious are
the most common. Usually it is not a lack of knowledge but misinformation that blocks the logical and acceptable path. Even in
2015, there are families who cling to the erroneous concept that
vaccines will lead to autism. These blocks to acceptable care of
a child are difficult to accept. Children have a right to the best
care and to avoid or ignore the best for a child is unacceptable.
To me, this neglect is child abuse.
The usual course of diphtheria is coma, with death occurring within a week. Happily, this child received the diphtheria
antitoxin, antibiotics, a tracheostomy, tube feedings, oxygen,
and hours and hours of excellent nursing care. He survived. He
spent almost a month in the hospital, with his suffering being
more than any child should ever have to endure. I was worried
that this child’s heart may have been damaged by the diphtheria
bacteria, but I never had the opportunity for follow up.
As a young physician, I felt anger and disgust toward this
family and had to find a way to control these emotions. I knew
that learning this control was necessary to be an effective physician. Religious beliefs are private and deeply felt, so I struggled
to meet this challenge. It was critical to convince this family to
get all their children vaccinated. In a quiet, soft but firm voice,
just like the grandfather had used earlier, I presented the case for
9
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good medical care of their children and asked the grandfather to
pray and to ask for guidance. He needed to seriously consider
having all their children vaccinated immediately. The grandfather shook my hand and, after a long pause, he looked me in the
eye with a steady stare and thanked me for the care of his child.
Quietly, he said they would consider the advice. I felt I may not
have won the war but maybe the battle.
In a large city, the children’s emergency room is usually
filled with families who have no regular physician and use
the ER as their doctor. Frequently, they wait until the problem
reaches a crisis before they go to the ER. They don’t seem to
mind that the building is old and been there for many years.
Exam rooms are usually too small, and often crowded as entire
families come together. Every room is always full of anxiety
and fear.
Often, the first task is to try and relieve that anxiety. Having no idea what the weather is like outside because I had not
even peeked out for the past twenty-four hours, frequently every
conversation starts with “What’s the weather like?” Then we go
directly to the problem. With the next case, all preliminary chitchat was unnecessary. A teen-age boy was sitting on his mother’s lap and sobbing. A quick glance revealed the both sides of
his face were swollen just below his ears. It was obvious this was
mumps. It brought back memories of my own case of mumps
when I was seven years old. My mother had given me a lemon
to suck and it produced exquisite pain. This was my mother’s
diagnostic test for mumps. I remembered that my mumps lasted
for three weeks and was a miserable experience.
The child said, “My balls hurt, so don’t touch them.” A complication of mumps is called orchitis, an infection and swelling
of the testicles.
His mother said, “I think the mumps has gone down on him.”
She was correct. His “balls” were swollen as big as golf balls
and were very tender.
The mumps virus that infected his parotid glands had
invaded his testicles. I told them that mumps is rarely fatal but,
sadly, nothing could be done except to recommend bed rest and
10
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dreaded ice packs for his testicles. I explained to them that the
child might become sterile. His testicles would heal but might
shrink to the size of a pinto bean. The child apparently escaped
other serious complications such as meningitis, encephalitis,
and deafness.
Although mumps was first described by Hippocrates in the
fifth century, it was not until 1934 that the mumps virus was
discovered. Epidemics of mumps were very common among
armies, and were the most common cause of deafness and meningitis during the First World War. The first mumps vaccine was
developed in 1948 but had very little long-term effectiveness. It
was improved and finally licensed in 1967. In 1974, it was combined with the measles and rubella vaccine and called MMR,
with an effectiveness of about 90 percent with one dose and 95
percent with two. Prior to the vaccine, there were hundreds of
thousands of cases every year. It was the most common cause
of childhood deafness.
In the next exam room, there was a tall, thin woman holding
her infant close to her breast. She was distraught, tears streaming down her pale face. She had just delivered this baby at home
and the midwife told her to bring it to the emergency room
immediately. Obviously, this infant was seriously damaged. The
mother said the pregnancy was uncomplicated except for a rash
she had when she was two months pregnant. Her other two children were sick at the same time, with German measles.
German measles is better known as rubella, or three-day
measles. That is the R in the MMR vaccine. A mild disease in
children, it is deadly to the unborn fetus when exposed in the
first three months of pregnancy. At least 90 percent will develop
congenital rubella. We did not know what caused this until the
late 1940s, when an Australian ophthalmologist, Dr. McAlister
Gregg, discovered that congenital cataracts, heart damage, brain
damage, and other defects were caused by the rubella virus
invading the fetus during the first trimester of pregnancy.
This little newborn suffered all of the congenital rubella
complications. He emitted a high-pitched wailing cry. The
examination showed he was frail, thin, and under grown. His
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eyes were cloudy and opacified. He was blind. A loud blowing
murmur indicated the heart was damaged. I suspected deafness
and seizures would develop in the near future.
Now comes the hardest part of the ER visit, as I must
explain to the very upset mother that her infant is so severely
damaged that there is no treatment. There is nothing that can be
done. I told her that her baby would never recover and explained
that his condition was caused by the German measles virus. The
infant cannot be admitted to the hospital because it is still contagious and a danger to other infants and, especially, any pregnant
nurses on the ward.
Sadly, the mother left with an appointment for the cardiac
clinic and a heavy heart. She slowly walked away with the tiny
infant wrapped in a blue blanket and clutched tightly to her
breast.
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